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Ben Smoke is an ex-cop, a tough-guy bachelor who by no means had a case he could not
crack--that is, till somebody starts off snatching our bodies from a funeral home. this is often the
Where There's Smoke type of problem Smoke loves--only this time, the case leads him on a
extraordinary and unsafe journey, resulting in a crazy, kinky lady, a twisted killer, black magic,
and historical Egyptian rites. it is a devilish--and deadly--business. Where There's Smoke it is a
case that would simply be too sizzling for Where There's Smoke Smoke to handle.
the place THERE’S SMOKE – G+Ed McBain – Stand aloneBen Smoke Where There's Smoke
is an ex-cop, a tough-guy bachelor who by no means had a case he could not crack--that is, till
anyone starts off snatching our bodies from a funeral home. this is often the type of problem
Smoke loves--only this time, the case leads him on a strange and unsafe Where There's Smoke
journey, resulting in a crazy, kinky lady, a twisted killer, black magic, and old Egyptian rites. it is
a devilish--and deadly--business. Written in 1975, the nature does have a few of the over-thetop macho-ism of the time, yet nonetheless McBain in 209 pages, excels within the tightlywritten plot and crisp discussion Where There's Smoke that usually makes his books amazing
to read.
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